Aggregation of Au(I)-complexes on Amorphous Substrates Governed by Aurophilicity
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Supplementary Information
The three complexes (NapNC)AuCl, (NapNC)AuBr, and (NapNC)AuI were characterized complementary by IR spectroscopy. Fig. S1 shows the corresponding IR spectra for the three compounds supporting the proposed chemical connectivity. The \( \text{N} \equiv \text{C} \) bond gives rise to a characteristic stretching band at 2221 cm\(^{-1}\).\(^1\) For the chlorido complex the corresponding band is found at 2206 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. S1 (a)), for the bromido one at 2209 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. S1 (b)), and for the iodido one at 2207 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. S1 (c)).

**Figure S1.** IR spectra of the three synthesized complexes.
As a complement to RBS for characterization of gold and halogen species the overall chemical composition of the (NapNC)AuCl and (NapNC)AuBr films deposited on glass substrate was also checked by means of Time-of-Flight Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA). As for RBS, experiments were performed at the 5 MV tandem accelerator at Uppsala University. Details of the employed set-up as well as the analysis are described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{2,3} Fig. S2 shows the mass-energy plots as obtained from ERDA. The films with nominal thickness around 25 nm had been grown on standard microscopy slides. The large information depth of ERDA gives in this particular case rise to a huge signal of the substrate (low energy channels) and only a very tiny signal from the films (higher energy channels). As typical for a soda-lime glass, we clearly see contributions from quartz and typical additives like NaO and CaO. Whereas the signal from Au and C was clear, the signal from Cl was minor. While the signal from Br was more pronounced, it was still considered of insufficient quality to assess the integrity of the chlorido complex. Comparing the counts for 197 u (Au) and 12 u (C) at least the correct order of magnitude for the Au:C ratio is found, thus suggesting intact molecules.
Figure S2. ERDA plots of the (NapNC)AuCl and (NapNC)AuBr film grown on soda lime glass.
Fig. S3 shows additional in-plane X-ray diffraction data for the (NapNC)AuCl film grown on glass. While the out-of-plane XRD measurements provided in the main paper quantified the vertical lattice plane distances within the thin films, we furthermore performed in-plane X-ray diffraction measurements for an (NapNC)AuCl film grown on glass. In these, we observe several reflections, all of which can be assigned to the diffraction signals, which are predicted by the bulk crystal structure. This furthermore proves that the crystal structure adopted in the thin films is equal to the bulk structure (see Table I of the main paper).

**Figure S3.** Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) measurement for the 25 nm thick film of (NapNC)AuCl on glass.
While trying to sublime (NapNC)AuI in a high vacuum chamber, the quartz crucible was heated up stepwise to a maximum temperature of 440 K. The quartz microbalance did not indicate any significant rate and the inspection of the glass substrate by eye did not confirm any deposited material, while the crucible used in the experiment was gilded afterwards (cf. Fig. S4). These observations indicate that (NapNC)AuI decomposes before sublimation.

**Figure S4.** Gilded crucible originally filled with (NapNC)AuI and then heated to 440 K in high vacuum.